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 ) [ ~~~ trhway >While I can appreciate that possibility, I tend to think that it is a bit over the top. I agree. The better approach seems to be "user should not lose data in such way". >Therefore, I try to make something that would be usable in such conditions. that is indeed the task, something usable. ------ jasonkester So if you lose your iPhone with a 4GB SD card inside, you lose 4GB of data. You
could argue that's an acceptable trade-off if that data is private, confidential, or otherwise worth protecting. But you can't take that data and then put it back on that same phone, and argue that you still have 4GB. That data is gone. Shivetya I am ok with loosing a phone if I lose the data contained within, but when I lose the phone itself I hate it. I have a number of devices with me at all times and when
that happens, I am not without my data. Even if I have the backup device with me that is still lost data, I will almost never loose the data because of my habits. The fact that data loss is even a possibility makes me much more vigilant. tehwalrus Since the 'iphone' in this article is a generic disk (yes, really) I thought it was relevant to give credit where it was due: gabrtv Someone posted this on reddit and

their point was, to put it nicely, a bit tenuous. iSnow The blog author disagrees loss/]( websitescenes I don't understand why Apple does not have a way to encrypt the device, including 520fdb1ae7
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